SUMMARY RAG initiates antibody V(D)J recombination in developing lymphocytes by generating ''on-target'' DNA breaks at matched pairs of bona fide recombination signal sequences (RSSs). We employ bait RAGgenerated breaks in endogenous or ectopically inserted RSS pairs to identify huge numbers of RAG ''off-target'' breaks. Such breaks occur at the simple CAC motif that defines the RSS cleavage site and are largely confined within convergent CTCF-binding element (CBE)-flanked loop domains containing bait RSS pairs. Marked orientation dependence of RAG off-target activity within loops spanning up to 2 megabases implies involvement of linear tracking. In this regard, major RAG off-targets in chromosomal translocations occur as convergent RSS pairs at enhancers within a loop. Finally, deletion of a CBE-based IgH locus element disrupts V(D)J recombination domains and, correspondingly, alters RAG on-and off-target distributions within IgH.
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In Brief
The 3D architecture of the genome harnesses RAG endonuclease activity by allowing it to directionally locate convergent recombination signal sequences and related CAC-containing motifs within individual chromatin loop domains. (Alt et al., 2013) . V(D)J recombination is initiated by RAG endonuclease, which introduces DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs) between a pair of V, D, and J coding gene segments and their flanking recombination signal sequences (RSSs) (Schatz and Swanson, 2011) . A bona fide RSS comprises a conserved palindromic heptamer represented by the canonical CACAGTG sequence, a degenerate spacer of 12 or 23 base pairs (bp), and a less-conserved A-rich nonamer ( Figure 1A ; Schatz and Swanson, 2011) . RSSs with 12-or 23-bp spacers are termed 12RSSs and 23RSSs, respectively. Efficient RAG cleavage is restricted to a pair of participating coding segments flanked, respectively, by a 12RSS and a 23RSS, referred to here as paired bona fide RSSs. This 12/23 RSS restriction helps direct RAG to appropriate targets within antigen receptor loci (Alt et al., 2013) .
Accession Numbers
RAG cleavage generates a pair of blunt broken RSS ends and a pair of hairpin-sealed coding ends ( Figure 1B ; Schatz and Swanson, 2011) . Classical non-homologous end joining (C-NHEJ) fuses the two RSS ends precisely to form RSS joins and opens the two coding-end hairpins and joins them to form coding joins, which may be ''processed'' to lose or gain several nucleotides from each end ( Figure 1B ; Alt et al., 2013) . While potential bona fide RSS-related sequences occur frequently across the genome, only a small number are documented RAG off-targets (''cryptic RSSs'') (Merelli et al., 2010) . Such RAG off-target activity contributes to oncogenic deletions or translocations in immature B and T cell cancers (Boehm et al., 1989; Larmonie et al., 2013; Onozawa and Aplan, 2012; Papaemmanuil et al., 2014) . While RAG1 and RAG2 bind several thousand genomic sites that mostly correspond to active promoters and enhancers (Ji et al., 2010; Teng et al., 2015) , lower densities of cryptic RSS heptamers near transcription start sites may help to limit RAG off-target activity (Teng et al., 2015) .
The mouse IgH locus spans 2.7 megabases (Mb) with V H s and their downstream 23RSSs embedded in a 2.4-Mb distal portion separated by a 100-kb intergenic region from D H s flanked on both sides by 12RSSs and J H s flanked upstream by 23RSSs. Even though 12/23 restriction should allow V H s to join to un-rearranged D H s, IgH V(D)J recombination is ''ordered,'' with D H to J H joining occurring in early progenitor (pro)-B cells followed by appendage of a V H to a DJ H complex (Alt et al., 2013) . Ordered rearrangement and other levels of IgH V(D)J recombination regulation are mediated by modulating gene segment accessibility to RAG (Yancopoulos and Alt, 1986) . In this regard, IgH contains a critical regulatory element termed intergenic control region 1 (IGCR1) within the V H -to-D H interval ). IGCR1 suppresses proximal V H transcription and rearrangement at the D H -to-J H joining stage and, thereby, mediates broad levels of V(D)J recombination control, including diversification of antibody repertoires, by indirectly promoting increased utilization of distal V H s. The most D-proximal V H (V H 81x), while preferentially utilized in wild-type (WT) pro-B cells (Yancopoulos et al., 1984) , is even more frequently utilized upon IGCR1 inactivation .
The CTCF factor binds directionally to an $14-bp DNA target (Nakahashi et al., 2013) , referred to as a CTCF-binding element (CBE) . CTCF is implicated in transcriptional insulation through ability to mediate chromatin loops (Ong and Corces, 2014) . IGCR1 function relies on two divergently oriented CBEs within it . Besides IGCR1 CBEs, the 3
0 IgH boundary harbors a CBE cluster (termed ''3 0 CBEs''), and single CBEs occur just downstream of proximal V H s and in intergenic regions between distal V H s (Degner et al., 2009) . V H CBEs are convergently oriented with respect to the upstream IGCR1 CBE, and 3 0 CBEs are convergently oriented with respect to the downstream IGCR1 CBE See also Figure S1 and Table S1 .
within a domain containing the D H s and J H s, while a second domain mediated by the upstream CBE sequesters proximal V H s from RAG activity (Lin et al., 2015) . Eukaryotic genomes are organized into a hierarchy of architectures. Hi-C shows that chromatin is organized into topologically associated domains (TADs) that occur on Mb or sub-Mb scales and that have high-frequency chromatin interactions within them (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012) . Boundaries of such domains are often co-anchored by long-range interactions of sites bound by CTCF in association with cohesin (Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Zuin et al., 2014) . Recent higherresolution in situ Hi-C further revealed that mammalian genomes are divided into contact domains at an average scale of 185 kb (Rao et al., 2014) . Contact domains with endpoints that generate a loop are termed loop domains (Rao et al., 2014) . Loop domains genome-wide are commonly associated with pairs of convergent CBEs bound by CTCF and cohesin (Rao et al., 2014; Vietri Rudan et al., 2015) . TADs have been implicated in replication timing (Pope et al., 2014) , super-enhancer-driven transcription (Dowen et al., 2014) , and DSB synapsis during antibody classswitch recombination (CSR) (Dong et al., 2015; Zarrin et al., 2007) , as well as in promoting normal limb development (Lupiá ñ ez et al., 2015) . Mechanistic aspects of how loop domains and TADs function are not well understood.
Our recent studies suggested an unanticipated source of RAG off-target activity within long chromatin domains. To study oncogenic consequences, we generated mice with Tcrb Db1 and Jb1-1 segments inserted into intron one of the c-Myc oncogene (''c-Myc-DJb cassette''). Despite frequent c-Myc-DJb cassette recombination in developing lymphocytes, these mice do not develop lymphoma (Ranganath et al., 2008) . However, ATMdeficient, c-Myc-DJb cassette mice develop B cell lymphomas with c-Myc translocations/amplifications that fuse RAG-generated IgH DSBs to sequences over a several-hundred-kb region downstream of c-Myc (Tepsuporn et al., 2014) . These downstream translocations occur exclusively on the cassette allele but do not involve the cassette, suggesting that RAG activity at bona fide RSS pairs within c-Myc promotes cutting at linked downstream cryptic RSSs (Tepsuporn et al., 2014) . On this basis, we identify an immense number of previously unsuspected RAG off-targets generated by a mechanism that has broader implications for gene regulation within loop domains.
RESULTS

HTGTS Assay for RAG On-Target and Off-Target DSBs and Translocations
To test the hypothesis that the c-Myc-DJb cassette promotes cutting at cryptic RSSs downstream of c-Myc, we generated a v-Abl-transformed pro-B cell line from mice homozygous for the c-Myc-DJb cassette allele (referred to as ''c-Myc-DJb pro-B line''). In such lines, RAG expression can be induced in the context of G1 cell-cycle arrest following treatment with the v-Abl kinase inhibitor STI-571 (Bredemeyer et al., 2006) . Due to propensity of cycling v-Abl transformants to form Db1-to-Jb1-1 cassette rearrangements at low level, we were able to isolate just one v-Abl pro-B clone with an un-rearranged cassette allele ( Figure 1A ). This clone had a second cassette allele in DJb-rearranged configuration, which is inert for rearrangement (see below). Upon G1 arrest and RAG expression, the c-Myc-DJb construct undergoes high-frequency bona fide Db1-to-Jb1-1 rearrangements, which fuse the downstream coding end of Db1 (23RSS-associated) to the Jb1-1 12RSS-associated coding end in the chromosome and, correspondingly fuse the Db1 23RSS to the Jb1-1 12RSS within an excision circle ( Figures 1A and 1B) . To detect potential cryptic RSSs activated by the c-Myc-DJb cassette in these v-Abl pro-B cells, we employed high-throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (HTGTS). HTGTS is a highly sensitive DSB and translocation assay that identifies junctions between a broken end of a fixed ''bait'' DSB and ends of other prey DSBs genome-wide (Chiarle et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2015; Frock et al., 2015) . For these analyses, we used an HTGTS bait primer termed ''c-Myc E1'' that anneals with sequences 213 bp upstream of the cassette Db1 23RSS. This primer detects Db1 downstream coding end joins to Jb1-1 coding ends and to other DSBs genome-wide ( Figure 1B ).
In the c-Myc-DJb pro-B line, the vast majority of recovered HTGTS junctions represented expected bona fide cassette Db1-to-Jb1-1 coding joins. To enhance off-target detection, we experimentally suppressed recovery of bona fide cassette DJb joins ( Figure 1B ; Supplemental Information). The vast majority of remaining Db1 downstream coding-end junctions, representing 1%-3% of total junctions, occurred to sequences up to 1.8 Mb downstream of c-Myc, with additional joins to sequences about 1 kb upstream. Notably, the junctions in this 1.8-Mb region abruptly ended in both directions ( Figure 1C ; see below). Indeed, the only other clear-cut hotspot region genome-wide occurred at about 0.02% of total junctions and involved low-level translocations to Igk ( Figure S1A ), a major bona fide RAG target in v-Abl pro-B cells (Zhang et al., 2012) . Approximately 20% of the apparent RAG off-target sites in the 1.8-Mb domain represented recurrent (''hotspot'') junctions that, in some cases, were recovered dozens of times in independent libraries (Table S1 ). HTGTS analysis of bone marrow (BM) pro-B cells from c-Myc-DJb mice gave similar results (Figures S1A-S1C).
We also isolated an ATM-deficient v-Abl c-Myc-DJb pro-B line in which one allele had an inversion that joined the Db1 23RSS to a cryptic RSS (5 0 -CACAGTT) in the Jb1-1 segment ( Figure S1D ). In this line, the second c-Myc DJb allele was in the inert DJb configuration. Following G1 arrest, HTGTS employing the c-Myc E1 primer revealed that the major ''bona fide'' V(D)J joining event in this line (>97% of recovered junctions) was inversional joining of the Db1 12RSS (the upstream Db1 RSS) to the inverted Db1 23RSS 693bp downstream ( Figure S1D ). The vast majority of remaining joins ($3% of total junctions) fused the Db1 12RSS to other DSBs along the 1.8-MB cassette-containing domain with a distribution similar to that of Db1 downstream coding-end joins in the ATM-proficient c-Myc-DJb pro-B line and primary pro-B cells (Figures S1A-S1C; Table S1 ). Notably, there was increased but still low levels of translocations to Igk ($0.2% of total junctions, Figure S1A ) as compared to ATM-proficient pro-B cells. ATM-deficient BM c-Myc-DJb pro-B cells also had similar patterns of Db1 23RSS coding-end junctions to those of ATM-proficient pro-B lines, except that they had low-level translocations to IgH ($0.07%) and TCRa/d ($0.05%) (Figures S1A-S1C). Finally, an ATM-deficient v-Abl c-Myc-DJb pro-B line in which both cassette alleles were in the DJb configuration generated few junctions, confirming that single 12RSS-containing alleles are inert ( Figure S1E ). Figure S1D ). To gain insight into the basis for the well-defined boundaries of the DSB hotspot region flanking the c-Myc-DJb cassette, we analyzed existing ChIP-seq data from BM pro-B cells (Lin et al., 2012) and found a cluster of CTCF and cohesin subunit Rad21-binding sites on both boundaries of this 1.8-Mb domain ( Figure 1F ). Moreover, the two clusters of CBEs were in convergent orientation ( Figure 1F ). Indeed, recent high-resolution in situ Hi-C data performed in mouse CH12-LX B cell lines (Rao et al., 2014) confirmed that this 1.8-Mb region is a well-defined convergent CBE-based loop domain that contains within it a strong 840-kb sub-loop that also extends to a convergent CBE (Figures 1F and 1G) . HTGTS junction density within the 1.8-Mb domain in both ATM-proficient ( Figures 1E-1G ) and deficient c-Myc-DJb pro-B cells ( Figure S1C ) correlated well with Hi-C interactions within the two loop domains.
Abundant
RAG Generates DSBs in the 1.8-Mb c-Myc-DJb Loop Domain
To test the relationship of frequent prey DSBs within the 1.8-Mb c-Myc loop domain to RAG-generated DSBs, we searched ATMproficient and ATM-deficient c-Myc-DJb junctions for sequence motifs in their vicinity. In this regard, the conserved 5 0 -CAC motif of the RSS heptamer is a position indicator for RAG cleavage, with cleavage invariably occurring 5 0 to the CAC motif ( Figure 1A ). For convention, a CAC is considered in ''forward'' orientation if the presumed associated ''coding'' sequence is centromeric to the RSS and in ''reverse'' orientation if the presumed coding sequence is telomeric ( Figure S2A ). For widespread CACs, sequences in the coding position would not generally be gene segments; thus, we refer to them as surrogate coding ends. For analysis, we pooled and analyzed, respectively, all + junctions from the two v-Abl pro-B cell types and found that the majority occurred in putative surrogate coding sequences at or within 5 bp of a reverse CAC, with $30% joined directly to the surrogate coding sequence immediately flanking a CAC (Figures 2A, 2B , S2B, and S2C). There was no significant correlation with forward CACs (Figures 2C and S2D) . These results suggest that the frequent DSBs within the 1.8-MB c-Myc domain occur at ''cryptic RSSs'' represented predominantly by a conserved CAC. Moreover, surrogate coding ends fused to the bait ends were processed similarly to normal coding ends during V(D)J recombination. The most highly recurrent hotspot DSBs within the 1.8-Mb domain tended to involve CACs within more canonical heptamers ( Figure S2E ). Finally, remarkably similar results were obtained from ATM-proficient and ATM-deficient c-MycDJb BM pro-B cells (data not shown).
To unequivocally test the role of RAG in generating DSBs in the 1.8-Mb c-Myc loop domains, we deleted Rag2 in the ATM-deficient c-Myc-DJb pro-B cell line ( Figure S2F ). For HTGTS bait, we employed a Cas9/gRNA to generate DSBs 519 bp downstream of the c-Myc-DJb cassette and designed a primer that allowed 5 0 broken ends of these DSBs to be used as bait (''5 0 Cas9 bait ends''; Figure 2D ). We then performed HTGTS on RAG-sufficient and RAG2-deficient G1-arrested pro-B cells. Recovered 5 0 Cas9 HTGTS junctions from RAG-sufficient ATM-deficient c-Myc-DJb v-Abl pro-B cells correlated with reverse CACs in the 1.8-Mb domain as expected; however, unlike RAG-generated bait broken ends, the Cas9/gRNA-generated bait ends recovered junctions equally in + and À orientation ( Figures 2D-2F and S2G). Performing these assays in ATM-deficient v-Abl pro-B cells that either lacked the c-Myc-DJb cassette or were RAG2 deficient generated only a very few junctions within the 1.8-Mb domain, and these had no correlation with CACs ( Figures 2D-2F and S2H). These findings confirm that RAG generates the off-target DSBs across the 1.8-Mb c-Myc domain in a c-MycDJb-cassette-dependent fashion and also demonstrate that the asymmetric prey-joining preferences observed are specific to RAG-generated bait ends.
Paired Bona Fide RSSs Generate RAG Off-Target Activity in Loop Domains Genome-wide We next tested whether other loop domains genome-wide could similarly be targets for such widespread RAG-generated DSBs if they contain bona fide RSS pairs. To insert bait RSSs into multiple genomic sites, we infected ATM-proficient and -deficient v-Abl pro-B lines with the pMX-DEL-SJ virus (referred to as ''DEL-SJ''), which harbors a pair of divergent bona fide RSSs flanking an inverted GFP sequence ( Figure 3A ; Bredemeyer et al., 2006) . V(D)J recombination between the divergent DEL-SJ RSSs fuses them in the chromosome and liberates the intervening GFP DNA within an excision circle generated via fusion of the surrogate coding ends ( Figure 3A) . We isolated six independent sub-clones from each genotype, each with a unique DEL-SJ-integration, treated them with STI-571, and generated HTGTS libraries with primers adjacent to either the construct 12RSS (12S primer) or 23RSS (23S primer) ( Figure S3A ). In all 12 DEL-SJ integration sites, the 12RSS and 23RSS junctions were confined within convergent CBE-based loop domains that ranged from 174 kb to 2.64 Mb in size (Table S2 ) and which often contained sub-domains flanked by convergent CBEs. For all integration sites, translocation junction density correlated well with interaction intensities revealed by Hi-C. Representative findings from chromosome X, 4, 12, and 19 integrations are shown ( Figures 3B-3K , S3B,and S3C). Notably, junctions detected from either 12RSS-or 23RSS-specific primers mostly occurred in deletional orientation independent of the orientation in which the DEL-SJ was integrated relative to the centromere ( Figures 3B-3K , S3B, and S3C). As for the c-Myc-DJb 1.8-Mb domain, hotspots also were apparent ( Figures 3B-3K , S3B, and S3C).
We examined junction sequences within the two DEL-SJ loop domains on chromosome X and 4, respectively, for potential correlations with forward or reverse CACs. Deletional and excision circle junctions represented >95% of events for any given integration site (Figures 3B-3K) . Strikingly, the vast majority of junctions were highly correlated with CACs; however, while bait RSSs joined to convergent upstream cryptic CACs, they joined to surrogate coding ends associated with downstream CACs in the same orientation to form apparent ''hybrid'' RSS-to-coding-end joins ( Figures 4A-4C and S4A-S4C; but see below). Analysis of several other DEL-SJ-containing domains (on chromosomes 12 and 19) revealed precisely the same patterns despite diverse locations and relative chromosomal orientations (data not shown). Notably, upstream CACs were generally joined precisely to bait RSSs, but downstream joins to surrogate coding ends were often imprecise, with deletions of several nucleotides from the CAC border ( Figures 4A-4C and S4A-S4C) . The latter result, together with junctional sequence analysis of bait RSS ends ( Figure S4D ), indicates that RSS ends from the DEL-SJ construct that join downstream behave like surrogate coding ends in a V(D)J recombination-type of joining reaction.
Normal DEL-SJ V(D)J recombination generates fused RSS pairs at a high frequency ( Figure 3A ) that can be re-cleaved by RAG, with one cleavage product then being treated as an RSS end and the other as a surrogate coding end ( Figure 4D ; Meier and Lewis, 1993) . Thus, the apparent downstream ''hybrid joins'' observed with the bait 12RSS, consistent with their end structure, could be generated from the fused intermediate. To test this possibility, we used as bait the 12RSSs of perfectly fused 12-23 joins of DEL-SJ within the chromosome X and 4 integrations, respectively. Indeed, this fused RSS pair faithfully recapitulated the joining patterns of the parental un-rearranged DEL-SJ construct in this location ( Figures 4B, 4C , 4E, S4B, and S4E), demonstrating that the joining orientation of the two fused RSSs determines whether one or the other acts as an RSS end or surrogate coding end in the off-target V(D)J recombination joining reaction. Finally, we also generated HTGTS libraries from the surrogate coding ends (GFP primer) associated with 12RSS of DEL-SJ integrated into chromosome X. Such surrogate coding end junctions would not be re-cleaved by RAG. Correspondingly, nearly 90% of the 12RSS-associated coding ends joined downstream of the GFP primer to surrogate coding ends adjacent to CACs (Figures 4F-4H) . Together, our findings show that, for bona fide RSS pairs within a loop domain, both the RSS and the associated coding sequence join to convergent cryptic RSSs (CACs) and associated surrogate coding ends within a loop domain via a V(D)J recombination-like reaction.
Robust Detection of RAG Off-Targets Genome-wide Outside of Chromatin Domains
We further analyzed the 12RSS-associated coding end (GFP)-primed DEL-SJ HTGTS libraries from the X chromosome integration in ATM-deficient v-Abl lines and additional libraries from an integration on chromosome 1 in a different ATM-deficient v-Abl line ( Figure S5A ). Beyond the expected joining patterns within B GFP G 9,500,000 13,000,000
Hi-C 4 3 9,500,000 13,000,000 See also Figure S3 and Table S2 .
the DEL-SJ-containing loop domains ( Figures S5B-S5D ), these libraries also revealed 107 translocation hotspots across the genome that all occurred at or near heptamers related to the canonical CACAGTG motif ( Figures 5A , 5B, and S5E; Table S3 ). Notably, 60 of the 107 identified cryptic RSSs occurred in pairs in convergent orientation within <100 kb in the same domain (Figures 5A, 5C, and S5E; Table S3 ). HTGTS employing a primer upstream of the cryptic RSS in one such pair on chromosome 1 ( Figure 5C ) revealed thousands of deletional junctions involving two cryptic RSSs ( Figures S5F-S5H ). We compared locations of these 107 cryptic RSSs with existing pro-B H3K4me3 ChIP-seq data, which marks promoters, or H3K27Ac data that marks promoters and enhancers (Lane et al., 2014; Whyte et al., 2013) . Strikingly, 97 of the 107 RAG off-targets overlapped with H3K27Ac-marked regions, with 38 overlapping with super-enhancers and 59 with typical enhancers. Of these, 65 overlapped with regions marked by both H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac ( Figures 5D and 5E ). These remarkably high correlations demonstrate that accessibility, beyond RAG binding, also is important for efficient RAG cleavage at cryptic RSSs.
IgH Employs CBE-Based Subdomains to Regulate RAG On-and Off-Target Activity We applied HTGTS to test whether RAG on-and off-target activity in IgH is confined within IGCR1 CBE-based domains ( Figure 6A ). We employed an ATM-deficient v-Abl pro-B cell line that harbors a DFL16.1-J H 3 rearrangement, providing a population of cells harboring a 5 0 D 12RSS expected to join to accessible upstream V H s 23RSSs (Alt et al., 2013) . We used an HTGTS primer 82 bp upstream of the 5 0 DFL16.1 12RSS to capture joins involving bait 5 0 DFL16.1-J H 3 RSS ends ( Figure 6B ). The majority of $27,000 recovered IgH HTGTS junctions were ontargets at IgH bona fide RSSs (85%; Table S4), with most fusing the DFL16.1 5 0 RSS to a V H 23RSS in physiologic (excision circle) orientation ( Figures 6B and 6C ). While such junctions involved multiple V H s across the 2.4-Mb V H domain, they were biased toward proximal V H s, particularly V H 81x (38% of on-targets) ( Figure 6C ). We also observed substantial-inversional (+) joining between the DFL16.1 5 0 RSS and J H 4 23RSS (20% of IgH ontargets) ( Figures 6B and 6C) . Strikingly, IGCR1 deletion dramatically increased the number of DFL16.1 5 0 RSS junctions recovered (28-fold) ( Figure S6A ; Table S4 ), largely from markedly increased utilization of proximal V H s (48-fold) and, in particular, V H 81x (92% of junctions) ( Figures 6D, S6B, and S6D) . Correspondingly, there was an 18-fold decrease in distal/middle V H utilization and a 20-fold decrease in J H 4 junctions ( Figures 6D,  S6C , and S6F).
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These IgH HTGTS studies also revealed low but highly reproducible off-target joining of DFL16.1 12RSS ends to DSBs within IgH that correlated with CACs ( Figures S6G and S6H) . Strikingly, $95% of the off-target IgH junctions were within a tightly focused 12.3-kb region that contains the DFL16.1-J H 3 and is bounded upstream by IGCR1 and downstream by iEm/Sm ( Figures 6E  and 6F ). We refer to this region as the iEm/Sm-to-IGCR1 ''recombination domain.'' Strikingly, deletion of IGCR1 from this ATMdeficient pro-B line dramatically changed the profile of off-target DSBs, permitting them to spread $120 kb upstream into the proximal V H s while decreasing the percentage of off-target junctions in the former iEm/Sm to IGCR1 domain to 13% (Figures 6G  and S6I ). Thus, IGCR1 deletion established a new iEm/Sm-toproximal-V H recombination domain in which RAG activity on See also Figure S5 and Table S3. both cryptic RSSs and proximal V H s bona fide RSSs is refocused. As in other domains, RAG off-target activity was highly dependent on convergent CAC orientation once several kb from the DFL16.1 5 0 RSS break site ( Figures S6H and S6J ).
DISCUSSION
Mechanism of RAG Off-Target Activity We report a major form of RAG off-target activity that eluded prior investigations. Remarkably, this activity is largely confined to loop domains containing paired bona fide RSSs, with cleavage requiring only recognition of a simple CAC motif. Also remarkable, this off-target RAG activity is directionally oriented such that RSS ends from paired bona fide RSSs join to convergent CAC-containing motifs, while coding ends from paired bona fide RSSs join to surrogate coding ends associated with a CAC. Thus, RSSs and corresponding coding ends join with the same patterns and in the same locations, consistent with V(D)J recombination ( Figure 4 ). Such orientation dependence is most readily explained by a linear tracking mechanism (Yancopoulos et al., 1984 ; Figure 7 ). Based on RAG structural information , we propose a working model (Figures 7 and S7 ). This model assumes that formation and activation of the tetrameric RAG1/2 complex requires binding of paired bona fide RSSs ( Figure 7B ). We hypothesize that one or the other of these occasionally escapes the activated complex, allowing cryptic RSSs to replace them. The replacement process could involve diffusion of proximal cryptic RSSs or unidirectional tracking to more distal cryptic RSSs downstream. Once appropriately positioned in the activated complex, cryptic RSSs and surrogate coding ends could, likely at reduced frequency, be cleaved and joined to their remaining bona fide counterpart via a reaction that preserves most aspects of normal V(D)J recombination ( Figure 7G ). This general tracking model explains all aspects of our findings, including tracking from the two bona fide RSSs of a pair in opposite directions around the loop.
Implications for Normal Loop Domain Functions
An obvious and important question arises as to why RAG activity is so highly restricted within loop domains containing the initiating paired bona fide RSSs. One contributing factor could be high interaction frequency of DNA in chromatin across these domains (Alt et al., 2013) . In this regard, DSB ends find and join to ends of other DSBs within such domains at higher frequency than elsewhere in the genome (Alt et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012) . During IgH CSR, this phenomenon promotes proper and frequent joining of AID-initiated DSBs (Dong et al., 2015; Zarrin et al., 2007) . Such DSB interactions are evident in our current studies in which Cas9/gRNA-generated DSBs frequently join to RAG off-target DSBs within the same loop. However, distinct from RAG-generated RSS or coding ends, a given Cas9/gRNA bait end joins to both cryptic RSS ends and surrogate coding ends of RAG off-target DSBs. Another apparent difference is that site-specific nuclease-or AID-generated DSBs appear to find off-targets in other regions across the genome much more readily than do RAG-generated DSBs, even in WT cells (Chiarle et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2015; Frock et al., 2015) . The almost exclusive restriction of RAG off-targets to paired bona fide RSS-containing loops implies that an additional mechanism enforces such RAG activity. The tracking mechanism can explain the additional restriction of RAG activity within a given loop (Figure 7) . We do not know the mechanism that propels RAG tracking, although transcription and/or cohesin might be involved (e.g., Nichols and Corces, 2015) . However, it is reasonable to assume that tracking is terminated when it encounters a block imposed by the CTCF/ cohesin-bound convergent CBE pair or similar loop-forming interactions ( Figure 7F ). Such blockage would terminate tracking in each direction from paired bona fide RSSs and limit off-target RAG activity to the loop. In support of this model, deletion of the CBE-based IGCR1 allows RAG off-target activity to extend from its initial highly restricted location in the D-J H recombination domain to >100 kb upstream, where new boundaries may form via V H CBEs and/or associated factors ( Figure 6G ). Beyond regulating V(D)J recombination, related loop domain functions might impact on other activities constrained within them, including replication (Pope et al., 2014) and promoter/enhancer interactions (Dowen et al., 2014) .
IgH Locus Regulation
Regulated IgH V H -to-DJ H recombination depends on the integrity of the two divergent CBEs within IGCR1, likely via formation of loop domains that focus RAG activity on D H s and J H s Lin et al., 2015) . Our HTGTS studies provide additional insights into IgH V(D)J recombination regulation (Figure 6) . In a DJ H -rearranged pro-B cell line, on-target rearrangements of the 5 0 D RSS occur to RSSs of V H s across the locus but predominantly to 3 0 V H s ( Figure 6C ). As most RAG off-target activity is focused in a small 12.3-kb recombination domain from IGCR1 to the iEm/Sm boundary ( Figure S6G ), the recombination domain in these cells does not extend downstream to 3 0 CBEs as perhaps anticipated. This restriction could be due to IGCR1 CBE looping with non-CBE elements at iEm/Sm and/or by tracking limitations imposed by a unidirectional mechanism. In the DJ H -rearranged cells, bona fide V(D)J recombination at upstream V H s in the absence of corresponding off-target activity, even in proximal portions of the locus, is consistent with V H s entering the recombination domain by a specialized mechanism operating subsequent to locus contraction . Based on off-target activity as an assay, IGCR1 deletion extends the recombination domain linearly into proximal V H s, resulting in a huge overall V(D)J recombination increase, involving V H 81x and other proximal V H s (Figures 6D and S6D ). This increase may be facilitated by increased interaction frequency gained by placing V H 23RSSs in the same loop domain as the 5 0 DFL16.1 12RSS and/or by a tracking contribution. Finally, a unidirectional RAG tracking mechanism also might explain why 3 0 D 12RSSs, but not 5 0 D 12RSSs, are used developmentally in D-to-J H rearrangements.
RAG Off-Target Activity, Chromosomal Rearrangements, and Cancer We prove our hypothesis that inserting paired bona fide RSSs into c-Myc activates RAG-generated DSBs at cryptic RSSs over a long region downstream that, in the context of ATM deficiency, promotes oncogenic translocations. These findings explain how paired bona fide RSSs within a Tcra excision circle (Messier et al., 2006) and also support the hypothesis that translocations downstream of c-Myc in human B cell lymphomas involve cryptic RSSs (Kroenlein et al., 2012) . Given that cryptic RSS targeting downstream of c-Myc occurs in both WT and ATM-deficient pro-B cells, one role of ATM in suppressing such translocations would be through stabilizing ends in RAG post-cleavage complexes to facilitate their joining via V(D)J recombination (Bredemeyer et al., 2006) . See also Figure S6 and Table S4 . Thus, ATM limits potential RAG-initiated translocations by promoting joining of RAG-initiated DSBs at RSSs and cryptic RSSs within a loop. Our findings also provide a mechanism for oncogenic translocations to sequences far downstream of c-Myc in C-NHEJ/p53 double-deficient pro-B cells (Alt et al., 2013) . In this regard, we find cryptic RSSs in the c-Myc 1.8-Mb domain that are closer to consensus (Merelli et al., 2010) and, therefore, may drive RAG-initiated DSBs at other cryptic RSSs in this domain that become liberated from post-cleavage complexes in the absence of C-NHEJ. We also found 107 genome-wide cryptic RSSs, not related to antigen receptor loci or paired bona fide RSSs-containing domains, that were DSB and translocation targets in ATM-deficient v-Abl pro-B cells ( Figure 5 ; Table S3 ). This set of cryptic RSSs tended to have heptamers even closer to consensus than recurrent hotspots within paired bona fide RSSs-containing loops ( Figure 5B versus S2E) . Many of these translocation target RSSs occurred in pairs separated by <100 kb (Table S3) , with each member of the pair falling directly within enhancer and/or promoter regions ( Figures 5C-5E ). Enhancer/promoter loops also might increase the frequency with which such paired cryptic RSSs are juxtaposed to form stable RAG synaptic complexes. Strikingly, all 30 pairs of these cryptic RSS translocation targets were in convergent orientation (Table S3) , similar to most proximal paired bona fide RSSs within antigen receptor loci and the majority of cryptic RSSs captured by bona fide RSSs within loop domains. Thus, to serve as a strong genome-wide translocation target, cryptic RSS require a good heptamer, location in enhancers and/or promoters, and convergent pairing with another good cryptic RSS in the same loop. Finally, our findings provide a mechanistic basis for recurrent oncogenic chromosomal interstitial deletions in tumors arising from developing human lymphocytes (Larmonie et al., 2013; Mullighan et al., 2008; Papaemmanuil et al., 2014) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell Lines BM pro-B cells were purified by aB220 selection from ATM-proficient and -deficient c-Myc-DJb mice (Tepsuporn et al., 2014) and were cultured in opti-MEM medium with 10% (v/v) FBS plus IL-7 (2 ng/ml) and SCF (2 ng/ml) for 4 days. The v-Abl pro-B cells were cultured in RPMI medium with 15% (v/v) FBS; cells were treated with STI-571 (3 mM) for 4 days to express RAG. WT and ATM-deficient v-Abl pro-B cell lines were described previously (Zha et al., 2011) . ATM-proficient and -deficient c-Myc-DJb v-Abl pro-B cell lines were made specifically for this study from Em-Bcl-2 transgenic mice of the corresponding genotypes. We included the Em-Bcl-2 transgene in these cells to protect STI-571-treated (G1-arrested) v-Abl pro-B cells from apoptosis; prior work showed that Bcl-2 expression has no effect on V(D)J recombination (Zha et al., 2011) .
RAG On-and Off-Targets HTGTS was performed and analyzed as previously described with modifications (Frock et al., 2015) . Primers for HTGTS are listed in Table S5 . Due to the very low junctional diversity of bona fide V(D)J recombination RSS joins and coding joins, we included duplicate junctions in our analyses of G1-arrested v-Abl cells to better reflect the actual frequencies of the various classes of bona fide and off-target junctions. Where approximate percentage and/or numbers of different classes of junctions are indicated (e.g., c-Myc-DJb or IgH), we controlled for reproducibility by performing at least three independent experiments (e.g., Table S4 ). RAG off-target hotspots were identified by MACS2 (Zhang et al., 2008) , with extend size (extsize) at 20 bp and false discovery rate (FDR) cut-off at 10 À9 . See Supplemental Information for more details.
ChIP-Seq and Hi-C Data CTCF and Rad21 ChIP-seq data were extracted from Lin et al. (2012) (GEO: GSE40173); H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac ChIP-seq data were extracted from Lane et al. (2014) (GEO: GSE48555) . These data are from BM pro-B cells. We re-analyzed ChIP-seq data with Chilin software (http://cistrome.org/ chilin/) in the simple model against mm9. Enhancer annotation was either extracted directly from Whyte et al. (2013) (GEO: GSE44288) or identified by Homer software (Heinz et al., 2010 ) from re-analyzed H3K27Ac ChIP-seq data (Lane et al., 2014) . In situ Hi-C data for CH12-LX B cells was extracted and displayed (KR normalization) by Juicebox software (Rao et al., 2014) .
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession number for the datasets reported in this paper is GEO: GSE73007. 
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